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Abstract
The proper management of wastewater pipes is an important issue in modern society, with serious
financial and sanitary implications. The ability to adequately prioritise maintenance inspections on these
pipes may consequently significantly increase the quality of life of the affected populations. In this article,
techniques to achieve this are studied. Using Data Mining procedures the goal is to be able to predict
which pipes in a network are more likely to be close to failure. Predictions are done using random forests,
forests of conditional inference trees, logistic regression and Naive Bayes. To have a more global view
of the problem, as well as to be able to obtain better predictions, variable selection techniques are also
studied and applied. Since it was found that only very rarely are pipes found to be in poor state, the
examination of the problem extends to class balancing methodologies. Results show that there is no
clear winning algorithm, although both ensembling and class balancing techniques manage to boost the
performance of the tested algorithms.
Keywords:Classification, Wastewater pipes, Random Forest, Class imbalance
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Introduction

a qualified technician who will grade the observed
pipes in terms of the severity, type and location of

1.1

their damage according to some standard classifi-

Setting

cation system. It is thus important to optimise decision making processes, a challenge more feasi-

Efficient management of water drainage infras-

ble as digital data becomes available and thanks

tructures is a crucial part of an utility’s duties. As

to good practises of recording failures and system

these age they deteriorate becoming more liable to

characteristics researchers are supplied with more

failure. Incapacity to detect malfunctions in sewer

data and tools to study the underlying causes and

networks may incur in serious financial loss, de-

model the possible problems.

crease in the quality of life and even health haz-

The overall goal of this work is to study ways

ards in the affected areas. Currently, the usual ap-

in which statistical insight could help the decision

proach by many utilities to this problem is to per-

making process. A database of pipes, their condi-

form routine maintenance using mostly basic data

tion and characteristics relative to Gwinett County,

and expert knowledge to decide how to prioritise

Georgia, USA, is used as the base to construct

inspections. One of the maintenance procedures

prediction models. This data as well as the indis-

utilities use consists in conducting Closed Circuit

pensable expert knowledge about wastewater sys-

Television (CCTV) inspections in the zone of inter-

tems was kindly provided by the Laboratório Na-

est. CCTV captures images along the pipes, which

cional de Engenharia Civil (LNEC).

is extremely useful because most pipes have small
diameters (under 1,20 meter) and man entry is not
possible. These images will be later analysed by
1
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2

Literary review

The problem of predicting failures in sewer

Models

2.1

Decision trees

systems has been subject of extensive research.
Decision trees are non-linear predictive models

A brief review on some of the work done in these

widely used for their performance and interpretabil-

areas is provided next:

ity. They recursively partition the feature subspace
Salman (2010) uses both multinomial and

by performing tests on the training set and dividing

binary logistic regression to predict sewer pipes’

the data based on these. Decision trees can be

probability of failure. This is then combined with

used both for classification and regression tasks.

an estimate of the consequences of failure of

They can be formalised as directed acyclic graphs

each pipe to obtain what is called a risk rank-

that start at a vertex (vertices will from now on be

ing. Ana (2009) investigates forecasting both at

called nodes, as it’s common with decision tree

group and pipe level, using cohort survival and

terminology), called root and branch out until its

semi-Markov models for the former and binary

terminal nodes called leaves. The intermediary

logistic regression, multiple discriminant analysis

nodes are referred as internals nodes.

and probabilistic neural networks for the latter.
Ens (2012) also studies the suitability of logistic

internal node has one incoming edge and at least

regression for predicting the condition of sewer

edge and the leaves have no outgoing ones. The

trunks, reaching however unsatisfactory results.

decision tree can be seen as a sequential series

Each

two outgoing edges, the root has no incoming

of ”questions” about the data, each node being
a question and the outgoing edges the possible

Harvey and McBean (2014) use the Random

answers.

Forest algorithm to predict the probability of indi-

In a Data Mining context, given an

observation identified by a set of features, these

vidual pipes being in poor condition, combining it

”questions” are formalised as tests regarding

with an analysis of the ROC curve to decide how

the features, usually decision trees use only one

to translate these probabilities into classifications.

feature at a time. These tests aim at separating

The Random Forest approach is also followed by

different data points with respect to the response

Santos (2013) .

variable. After constructing a decision tree based
on the training data, given a new observation
one can predict its response value by travelling

1.3

down the tree until reaching a leaf node. Here the
predicted value can be taken as an average of the

Article structure

training points in this leaf in a regression context

This article is organised in five sections. The

or as the majority vote in classification.

current serves as an introduction to the topic at
hand. Section 2 outlines some of the models that
will be used, starting with the basic elements of the

The challenge is then to construct the best

Random Forest, decision trees, leading up to the

decision tree possible from a given training set.

Random Forest itself before analysing conditional

Important components of this process are the kind

trees, a similar yet distinct technique to their de-

of test being conducted at each node and when to

cision counterparts. Section 3 concerns variable

stop growing nodes. Several algorithms have been

selection. Here different techniques and their ad-

proposed, like ID3 and C4.5 by Quinlan (1986),

vantages and disadvantages are under the scope.

used for classification. Here, however, the focus

Methods to deal with data imbalance in Data Min-

will be on the classification and regression trees

ing problems are then reviewed in section 4. The

(CART) algorithm.

article finishes with section 5 where the results and
Introduced by Breiman, CART is a popular deci-

conclusions are presented.
2

2.2

sion tree methodology and often used as the basic

Random Forests

element of random forests. As the name suggests,
unlike algorithms like ID3 and C4.5, CART can be

In the context of a classification task, a com-

used both for classification and regression. Start-

mon methodology is to search for the procedure

ing at the root node, CART first looks at all the fea-

that fits the data the most. Different procedures

tures in the data set and tests all possible binary

may have different performances, and even the

splits. For continuous variables only ordinal splits,

same procedure may have varying results if its

that is, splits dividing the points as greater or lower

parameters or training features are changed. A

than a give threshold, are considered possible. Af-

popular method to achieve better performances is

ter considering each feature and corresponding set

to combine several predictors in order to create a

of possible splits, CART chooses the pair (feature

single one that surpasses any of its parts. This

and split) that maximises the impurity reduction.

is called an ensemble. Perhaps the most widely

There is more than way to capture this notion, usu-

known ensemble are random forests.

ally CART uses the Gini Gain. To introduce this
concept the Gini diversity Index, herein referred

Developed by Breiman (2001), random forests are

simply as Gini Index, is presented first, as defined

an ensemble of decision trees. The basic idea is

by Raileanu and Stoffel (2000).

to grow many trees based on the training set and
do classification on a new example by feeding it to

Definition 2.1. Gini Index Given a node t with all the trees and take the majority vote. Notice how
points belonging to one of k classes, c1 , c2 ,...ck , this can easily be turned into a ”probabilistic” result
by taking, instead of the majority vote, the fraction
its Gini Index is
G(t) =

k
k
X
X

of trees that voted for each alternative. There is,
p(ci |t)p(cj |t)

however, a bit more to Breiman’s Random Forest

(1)

than simply growing many trees (which will be

i=1 j=1,j6=i

considered to be CART trees). Firstly, bagging is

Where p(ci |t) is the probability of an element of t

employed, meaning each tree will not be grown on

belonging to class i.

the original data set but on a bootstrap sample of
it1 . This helps building a more robust algorithm, as

Definition 2.2. Gini gain

instead of using one random sample the bootstrap

For a given node t and a split s diving it in children
nodes tL and tR of proportions pL and pR respec-

procedure mimics what would be like to draw many
more from the underlying distribution.

tively, the corresponding Gini gain is computed as:
∆G(s, t) = G(t) − pL G(tL ) − pR G(tR )

Bagging

also creates an useful side effect in that for each
tree there will be some points in the training set

(2)

that aren’t utilised to construct it. These points
The larger the Gini gain, the larger the decrease

will be called out-of-bag for the tree in question

in the class impurity after the partition, the better

and can be useful in the estimation of the random

the feature that originated the split.

forest’s error. The second major consideration is

Thus this

in the way the CART trees are grown. For each

criterion looks to maximise Equation (2) .

bootstrap sample, an unpruned CART tree is built,
with one important difference from the procedure

CART trees can be grown until there is no more

described earlier; at each node, instead of looking

impurity in a node, that will then become a leaf,

for the best split among all the variables, only a
random subset of these is selected. This adds

or by establishing a minimum number of examples
threshold, so that any node that has fewer cases

a second source of randomness to the forest.

than that becomes terminal. A popular practice to

It enables the selection of variables that would

avoid overfitting is pruning, which consists on reviewing a built tree and turning subtrees into leaves

1 A bootstrap sample from a set is simply a sample of the
same size drawn with repetition from said set.

if they fall under certain criteria.
3

otherwise be systematically discarded but may

are however a couple of notable differences when

have relevant interaction with others.

While in

building the forests. First, the aggregation scheme

practice there are a number of parameters to set

does not count the votes of each tree, instead ag-

in a random forest, namely the stopping criteria

gregating the observations from each leaf and from

for the trees, the number of variables to be tried

there computing a single predictor. Secondly, in the

at each node and the number of trees grown, it

version used in this study and as recommended by

is usually found that the forests are considerably

Strobl et al. (2007) to obtain unbiased forests, the

robust and results tend to not deviate from the

bootstrap samples are in fact just subsamples of

ones obtained with most implementations default

the original with 0.632 of its size, that is, the ex-

values.

pected number of different observations in a bootstrap sample. The reason to avoid samples with

2.3

replacement is that even samples that are drawn

Conditional Inference Trees

from a variable that is independent from the reWhile the overfitting problem can be solved by

sponse may show slight variation from this hypoth-

pruning, as seen before, there is yet another is-

esis. This effect is accentuated for variables that

sue with the algorithms for recursive partition; the

have more classes as the relative frequencies will

bias towards variables with many possible splits.

tend to be lower and thus more volatile when re-

To tackle this complication Hothorn et al. (2006) sampled.
propose a new way to build trees, based on statistical properties of the variables, creating con-

3

ditional inference trees. These deal with both

Variable selection

the overfitting and the variable selection problems.

3.1

Building a conditional inference tree is a procedure
with two major steps;

Introduction

Variable selection is an important part of any

1. Step 1 Test the null hypothesis of indepen- data analysis problem. It offers several benefits
dence between each of the covariates and the like: sparing the costs of monitoring unnecesresponse variable. Stop if this cannot be re-

sary variables, making data visualisation easier,

jected.

Otherwise, pick the variable whose

improving the algorithm’s performance both at

association with the response variable is the

predictive and computational level by discarding

strongest.

irrelevant variables, helping tackle the curse of
dimensionality when there are many features

2. Step 2 Once having chosen a covariate, deter-

and few observations, making the model simpler

mine the best binary split and divide the data

thus less likely to overfit and being a source of

points according to it. Iterate steps 1 and 2 for

information about the underlying causes of the

both members of this split.

phenomena being studied, for a more in depth

Notice how in this algorithm the choosing and

analysis, Reunanen (2003) and Guyon and Elis-

splitting of the covariates are separate processes,

seeff (2003) can be consulted. Variable selection

avoiding the bias problem. There is also a sta-

methods can be divided in three groups, filters,

tistical criteria to stop the algorithm, preventing
overfitting without resorting to pruning.

wrappers and embedded selection, the first two

2.3.1

3.2

of which will be briefly described in the following.

Forest of conditional trees

Filter methods

Like with usual decision trees, it is possible

Filter methods aim at measuring the features

to build forests using conditional inference trees,

relevance towards the response variable. These

herein called conditional forest for simplicity. There

methods are used in the pre-processing stage
4

and as such have no access to the model’s infor-

same is not necessarily true about the differential

mation. This however can be an advantage as it

version. Approximations of these quantities must

makes these methods more generic since they’re

also be done with care, for example, taking a

independent of model or their parameters. Another

continuous variable, X, and dividing its values into

point in favour of this type of variable selection

bins of size ∆ we obtain a discrete variable, X ∆ . It

is that it tends to be faster than its counterparts,

is not true, however, that H(X ∆ ) −−−→ H(X), in

especially wrapper methods. It is important to bear

fact, H(X ∆ ) + log(∆) −−−→ H(X).

∆→0

∆→0

in mind when sorting the covariates that there is no
knowledge of any possible relationship between

The mutual information (MI) between two

them. Examples of filter variable selection meth-

variables is closely related to entropy, and is

ods are Fisher’s Score or simply the correlation

defined below, for the case where X and Y are

coefficient between the predictor variable and the

discrete random variables

covariates.

The most recent and popular filter

Definition 3.2. Mutual Information I

method, however, is probably the mutual informa-

For discrete random variables X and Y with (joint)

tion criterion which is examined in more detail next.

probability mass function, relative to the subscripted random variable(s), p, their mutual information can be defined as:

3.2.1

Mutual Information
M I(X, Y ) =

Mutual information measures the information

X

pX,Y (x, y)log(

pX,Y (x, y)
) (5)
pX (x)pY (y)

shared by two variables. Put differently, mutual inAn extension of this notion for continuous and

formation can be seen as the decrease in uncer-

mixed random variables can be found in Cover and

tainty in one variable assuming knowledge of the
other. In order to capture the concept of uncer-

Thomas (2006) .

tainty one can use the notion of entropy.

Definition 3.3. Mutual Information II

Definition 3.1. Entropy Let X be a discrete ranM I(X, Y ) = sup M I([X]P , [Y ]Q )

dom variable, its (Shannon’s) entropy is defined as:
H(X) = −

X

p(x)log(p(x))

(6)

PQ

Where P and Q are finite partitions of the ran-

(3)

dom variables ranges and the quantisation of a

x∈X

variable X by a partition P, [X]P , is a discrete ranWhere p its probability mass function with support dom variable such that P ([X] = i) = P (X ∈ P ),
P
i
X . In case X is a continuous random variable with where P is the i − th component of the partition P .
i

probability density function f with support X its difMutual information has several interesting prop-

ferential entropy is defined as:

erties, in particular it is useful to notice that
Z
H(X) = −

f (x)log(f (x))dx

(4)

x∈X

The base of the logarithms is usually 2 or e.
Similar definitions could be given for the concepts

M I(X, Y ) ≥ 0

(7)

M I(X, Y ) = H(X) + H(Y ) − H(X, Y )

(8)

M I(X, Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X)

of conditional and joint entropy by taking the
respective mass/density functions.

(9)

While differential entropy seems a natural ex-

A common practical problem associated with the

tension of the discrete case to continuous random

usage of mutual information is that the variables’

variables it must be treated with caution as both

distributions are seldom known, meaning one can

notions do not share all properties. As an exam-

only estimate this quantity. As such, a popular

ple, while Shannon’s entropy is non-negative, the

method when dealing with discrete variables is to
5

take their frequencies as the probabilities and start

where Sm is the set of indexes of the first m

by estimating the entropy. This can be extended

selected features and Y the the response variable.

to deal with continuous variables, by first creating
bins thus discretizing the data and then proceeding
as for discrete variables (essentially using a quan-

3.3

Wrapper methods

tisation of the variable of interest). The effect of
Wrapper methods of variable selection are de-

taking the discrete entropy instead of the differen-

tial entropy in H(X) is offset by doing the same in pendent of the learning algorithm being employed,
H(X|Y ) (see (8) above). Consequentially, the em- using it to choose the best subset of variables.
An optimal (although prone to overffiting) approach

pirical estimator of H(X) is

would consist in evaluating all possible combinaHemp (X) = −

k
X
nx
x=1

N

log

nx
N

tions of variables and determine which has the

(10)

best results for the performance metric being used.
This, however, is too computationally expensive in

Here nx denotes de number of sample points in

practice (Amaldi and Kann (1993) proved it to be

bin x and N the total number of sample points. This

NP hard), so other techniques are favoured, in par-

estimation can be extended to the joint entropy of

ticular forward and backwards search. The for-

X and Y using in that case nxy , the number of

ward search starts from an empty set of variables

samples in both bins x and y. Once having a way

and at each iteration finds the variable whose addition to the model will result in the largest improve-

to estimate the entropy it suffices to use (7) to estimate the mutual information.

ment, the backwards case is analogous but starts
with the set of all variables and proceeds by re-

3.2.2

Minimum Redundancy Maximum Rele-

moving them one by one, again looking to max-

vance

imise the performance criterion. While not an exhaustive search, Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) sug-

Typically, when using mutual information to se-

gest this doesn’t necessarily entail a loss in pre-

lect features, these are ranked according to this cri-

dictive power, and may even help prevent overfit-

teria and the top m selected, for the investigator’s

ting according to Reunanen (2003). Another de-

choice of m. A potential problem, though, is that

vice used to avoid favouring models that are too

two features may be highly informative in regards

complex is to add a penalty for each feature used,

to the response class but very similar between

Kohavi and John (1997), for example, add a 0.1%

them, so it would be reasonable to only choose

penalty for every feature when using a five-fold

one.

cross-validation scheme for forward search vari-

To account for this effect Ding and Peng

(2003) suggest the Minimum Redundancy Maxi-

able selection.

mum Relevance (mRMR) criteria, which bases its
feature selection not only on the relevance towards

4

the response variable but also in the similarity with

The imbalance problem

the already chosen features. Formally this method

4.1

tries to maximise the mutual information with the
labels class, while keeping the pairwise mutual in-

Introduction

Class imbalance is a frequent problem in classi-

formation between the selected features as low as

fication tasks. This happens when the distribution

possible. In the version used in this work, this is

of the response variable is highly skewed, that

done by choosing at the m − th step a feature Xk

is, one or more classes are very rare compared

such that:

to others. This is a common occurrence in fraud
detection, medical diagnoses, ad-clicking patterns
M I(Xi , Y )
j∈Sm−1 M I(Xj , Xi )

k : arg max P
i∈S
/ m−1

and many other settings. While this problem may

(11)

be present in multi-class tasks most studies focus
6

on the two class context, as will be done here.

truly positive examples. Point (x, y) in this curve

Also, following common terminology, the majority

means that the x% of examples more likely to be

class will called the negative examples while

positive contain y% of all actually positive exam-

the minority one will be dubbed as the positive

ples. The area under the cumulative gain curve is

examples.

going to be the major model assessment measure

The problem with having extremely

throughout.

disproportionate classes is that many classification
algorithms are not prepared to deal with this
scenario, using general performance metrics such

4.3

as the accuracy to guide them in the learning

Tackling the data imbalance

process. The issue here is that in an imbalance

Once having settled on a metric that is not

situation, a measure like accuracy is usually max-

influenced by the class imbalance, it is important

imised by the trivial solution of classifying all points

to take the necessary steps to make the models as

in the majority class. The use of such metrics is

robust as possible to it. Methodologies to face the

not only a problem in the learning stage of the

problems of class imbalance have been focus of

algorithm but also when trying to determine it’s

intense study in the machine learning community.

usefulness. Notice that in most class imbalance

Pozzolo et al. (2013) divide these into four groups:

problems the positive class is the one of interest,
and that should be reflected in the performance

sampling, ensemble, distance-based and hybrid.

measure.

Since the problem examined in this

• Sampling techniques are the most traditional

work suffers from considerable class imbalance

to deal with class imbalance. In their most

some measures were taken in an attempt to both

basic form there are two alternatives, over-

maximise the different algorithms performance

sampling and undersampling. Oversampling

and create intelligible performance metrics.

consists in drawing examples from the positive class, with repetition, until both classes
have equal frequency. Undersampling takes

4.2

Performance metrics

a different approach, focusing instead on the
majority class and discarding instances until it

As mentioned before, some conventional metrics

reaches the size of the minority one. While

do not translate the predictive power of an algo-

both these cases have been found useful they

rithm well in the imbalance context. With this in

carry some negative effects too. Undersam-

mind measures known to be robust relative to this

pling may overlook important information by

problem will be used. Important examples are met-

not using all the examples while oversampling

rics like sensitivity, the probability of an example

can increase the computational burden signif-

being classified in the positive class if it belongs to

icantly. Another problem with oversampling is

it, and the specificity, the analogous for the negative cases. Notice that that the trivial classifying

that it has been found to bias the classifier towards the positive examples that it replicates.

methodology discussed before would have a per-

SMOTE , Chawla et al. (2002), is a popular

fect specificity of one, but a sensitivity of zero as no

oversampling method that instead of merely

examples are considered positive. It is thus desir-

replicating existing examples from the minor-

able to use these quantities in tandem in the search

ity class interpolates them to create new, syn-

for the best model. Another idea is to capitalise

thetic ones.

on the fact that the classifiers examined can actually estimate probabilities instead of just outputting

• Ensemble methods couple attempts to bal-

blunt classification. A metric that takes advantage

ance the data with the classifier being

of this is the cumulative gain. This measure plots

used, examples are EasyEnsemble and Bal-

the number of examined examples (ordered by the

anceEnsemble. Both developed by Liu et al.

probability of being positive) versus the number of

(2006), the former iteratively creates balanced
7

subsets by undersampling and trains several

response variable will take the value of 0 for work-

weak classifiers with AdaBoost, combining all

ing pipes and 1 otherwise, pipes with label 1 will

for the final result, while the latter takes a simi-

be called critical. Only 2226 of the 35692 obser-

lar approach but with a boosting methodology,

vations resulted in a critical evaluation, underlin-

removing correctly classified instances of the

ing the (fortunate) rarity of these. Next the variable

majority class at each iteration.

selection techniques discussed are used to determine a set of covariates for the problem.

• Distance-based methodology use the position of the examples to decide which may be
noise or borderline to their class. For instance,
the Condensed Nearest Neighbour rule finds
a subset of the training data that correctly clas-

5.2

Variable selection

5.2.1

Mutual Information

The following results concern the mutual infor-

sifies all examples in the whole training set

mation criteria for variable selection. The results

(with the 1-nearest-neighbour classifier) and

were obtained using the methods described be-

uses it to train. The aim is to discard negative

fore, the mutual information was divided by the

instances that are away from the border. Al-

entropy of the response variable, thus becoming

ternatively, one can try to eliminate the exam-

bounded between 0 and 1, to give a better intuition

ples in the border region to have a clearer divi-

of the features’ usefulness. For this effect there

sion between the classes. To this end Tomek

was also another variable added to the analysis,
”Random”, drawn from a standard normal distribu-

links are defined to be the pairs of examples in
different classes that are closer to each other
than to any other instance. Majority points that

tion. This served as a benchmark to compare the
potential explanatory variables against.

are Tomek links are then removed.
• Hybrid approach consists in the combination
of methods belonging to the other techniques.

5
5.1

Results
Data overview

In this section the previously studied approaches
are tested on a real-case dataset. This dataset

Figure 1: Mutual information results

consists on a collection of 35692 observations over
32264 wastewater pipes from Gwinnett County,
Georgia, USA. Several characteristics relative to
the pipes have been recorded as was their working
condition. The idea is then to apply Data Mining
techniques to be able to predict whether a pipe is
in good state from its previously known characteristics. The pipe data used to model this problem,
prior to variable selection, consists of the following
variables; Length, Age, Diameter, Slope, Material, Upstream Depth (US Depth), Downstream
Figure 2: mRMR:Variables selected after ”Age”

Depth (DS Depth), Basin and Zone. The binary
8

The graphs above detail the mutual information

The reason to pick ”US Depth” to be discarded

and mRMR gains of the variables. Figure 1 shows

instead of ”Material” were the good results the

that ”Age” and ”Material” are the most important

latter showed in Figures 1 and 2 and the fact

variables using mutual information, followed by the

that both depth variables seem somehow similar,

the locality-based ”Zone” and ”Basin”. The mRMR

as the results gotten from removing one do not

approach, however, suggests that while the ”Age”

differ by much from the corresponding scores after

may be the most valuable feature, after having

removing the other, in Table 1.

chosen it, the importance of the ”Material” and
location-based variables becomes less significant.
This may imply these variables share considerable

5.3

information.

Models results

The results of the models studied are presented
next.

Considering the stepwise search methodology,

The training methodology was a simple

Table 1 describes the results obtained for the back-

80%\20% division of the data in train and test sets,

wards version of the algorithm. The classifier used

respectively.

were random forests and the performance metric

section 2, two others were used, Firth regression

the area under the cumulative gains curve, simply

(a bias corrected version of the logistic regression)

called ”Score” henceforth.

and Naive Bayes.

1
0.4223
0.5084
0.5060
0.5047
0.5093
0.5074
0.4807
0.5106
0.5077

3
0.4104

4
0.3450

5
0.3217

6
0.2575

One thing to have in mind,

though, is that a random forest was used as part

Table 1: All variables score: 0.5086
Variable\Iteration
Age
Slope
Diameter
Material
DS Depth
US Depth
Length
Zone
Basin

Besides the algorithms studied in

of the variable selection which may introduce
some bias towards this classifier.

7
0.1665

Data imbal-

2
0.4154
0.5046
0.5011
0.5040
0.5030
0.5040
0.4801

0.4950
0.4963
0.4903
0.4949
0.4664

0.4775
0.4752
0.4483

0.4583
0.4507
0.4186

0.4067
0.3587

0.1177

approach, here called BalanceM. The latter,

0.4759

0.4658

0.4449

0.4216

0.3920

0.3404

similar to EasyEnsemble and the not described

ance techniques were also considered, namely
undersampling, oversampling and a different

0.4780

Balanced Random Forest (see Chen et al. (2004)),
partitions the negative examples of the data set

Table 1’s entry (i, j) corresponds to the score

obtained from the random forest in the j − th in several pieces of the same cardinality as the
iteration after removing variable i. A blank space positive set and uses each to train, coupled with
means this variable has already been removed

all the minority observations. It then aggregates

and so didn’t make it to this iteration. The impor-

all the predicted probabilities using the average.

tance of the ”Age” variable is underlined by the

Finally a benchmark measure is provided, in the

heavy drop in scoring power when it is removed.

form of the ”Age Ranking”.

On the other hand its clear that ”Basin” and

corresponds to the results obtained following

”Zone”, two geographical variables, may not be

the popular methodology of simply ordering the

both necessary but once one is removed the other

pipes in terms of probability of being critical from

becomes considerably important.

oldest (more probable) to youngest (less probable).

Taking into account both variable selection
Age Ranking
Random Forest
Conditional Forest
Firth Regression
Naive Bayes

procedures, the variables chosen were ”Age”,
”Diameter”, ”Material”, ”DS Depth”, ”Length”
and ”Basin”. Notice this corresponds to removing

Original data
0.4240
0.5001
0.4959
0.4969
0.4661

Unsurprisingly this

Undersampling
0.5011
0.5025
0.4958
0.4670

Oversampling
0.4743
0.4657
0.4960
0.4656

BalanceM
0.5073
0.5125
0.4969
0.4662

Table 2: Score table for the different algorithms

”US Depth” in the third iteration of Table 1, for a
score of 0.4949. This is not the best score possible
in this table, but due to the overfitting nature of

As Table 2 summarises, there are great benefits

the wrapper methodology and variance in the

to using the algorithmic approach compared with

data, a model with less variables was favoured.

the more standard age ranking. Looking at the
9

results using the original data, the random forest

the blue portion is relative to the age ranking. It can

had the best score, followed by Firth’s regression

be seen in both figures that not only are there sub-

and the conditional forest. Naive Bayes is clearly

stancial gains from the procedures but they tend

behind the other alternatives but still improves on

to happen in the early stages of the curve. This is

the age ranking. The results of resorting to class

desirable since in real cases only the pipes most

balancing techniques are mixed.

likely to be critical are examined.

Oversampling

deteriorates scores for all algorithms but under-

A final option explored was the use of ensem-

sampling boosts the performance metric for both

bles of these classifiers. Notice that the forests are

forest methodologies and Naive Bayes, although

already ensembles and BalanceM is one also. An-

the latter is still far from being competitive. The

other use of this technique is to take the probabil-

best scores, however, come from the BalanceM ities from the algorithms in Table 2 and use them
methodology. This leads to the best results both for as extra features. The two questions to answer
random and conditional forests. The latter edges

now are what probabilities to add to the features

out the former, but it should be said that in prac-

and what algorithm to use them on. After exten-

tical terms it may be significantly more expensive

sive testing, that will not be reproduced here, the

computationally. Figures 3 and 4 provide a visual

best score came from the Firth regression, using

intuition of these scores.

the previously chosen variables as well as Firth regression and random forest predictions. This resulted in a score of 0.5267 with the corresponding
graph below:

Figure 3: Random Forest BalanceM

Figure 5: Ensemble cumulative gains graph
As it can be seen, the ensemble approach is
vastly superior to the traditional one. In particular,
after the examination of the 20% most likely to be
critical pipes, the algorithmic methodology seem to
have detected about half the critical pipes against
40% in the age ranking.
Figure 4: Conditional Forest BalanceM

5.4

Conclusion

In this article the problem of predicting the con-

Three curves can be identified in the graphs.
The one delimiting the orange region corresponds

dition of wastewater pipes was analysed.

to a perfect classifier, unfeasible in pratice. The

Mining techniques were used in an attempt to im-

one above the green area is the performance of

prove current practices. Filter and wrapper forms

the algorithm in question. Lastly the curve defining

of variable selection helped single out the most rel-
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Data

evant features and data balancing methodologies

pression data. In J Bioinform Comput Biol, pp.

proved to be an advantage given the nature of the

523–529.

problem. In the end, however, a stacked ensemble showed to be a better classifier, for the test

Ens, A. (2012). A framework for deterioration modelling development in infrastructure asset man-

set used, than balanced alternatives. Further stud-

agement. Master’s. thesis, Department of Civil

ies should be conducted, though, before taking any

Engineering University of Toronto..

strong conclusions about which is stronger in general.

Guyon, I. and Elisseeff, A. (2003, March). An introduction to variable and feature selection. J.
Mach. Learn. Res. 3, 1157–1182.
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